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Abstract
Hardening effect is often observed in either experiments or simulations. And several continuum models or semiempirical theories have been proposed to explain the origin, such as constraint-counting theory, the bond-order-lengthstrength (BOLS) correlation mechanism, equations of state-Murnaghan relationship, etc. However, the validity of these
models or theories at the nanoscale have not been tested. In this work, high-speed head-on impact between silicon
nanoparticles were studied using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and their contact mechanics behaviours
including contact force versus nominal displacement relationship were explored and the pronounced hardening effect
was clearly observed. That’s, apparent Young’s modulus yielded is much higher than that of their bulk materials. The
structure of silicon nanoparticles after compression was analysed in terms of bond length, bond angle, coordination
number. The three existing relevant models were separately examined. The results show that any single of the three
known theories cannot explain the higher elastic modulus obtained in present MD simulation. Probably, the three aspects
contribute together to the hardening effect. This area awaits much more mature theory to explain the hardening effect
under the influence of the dynamic effect. Copyright © 2019 VBRI Press.
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Introduction
Significant progress has been achieved in designing and
fabricating nanodevices including nano-electromechanical systems (NEMS), [1] nanomotors [2] and
even molecular machines [3]. The processing and
fabrication of such small nanodevices depends on the
assembly or self-assembly of the building
nanocomponents and the device performance is
critically contingent upon the mechanical, electronic,
magnetic properties of the building blocks. One of the
most important properties is mechanical properties of
nanoparticles and state-of-art experimental and
numerical technologies have been developed to
characterize them, such as interfacial force microscopy,
atomic force microscopy (AFM), nanoindentation, etc.
Hardening effect, typically the phenomenon that either
obtained hardness or elastic modulus of nanoparticles is
greater than their bulk counterparts [4-6], has been
widely observed from experiments including AFM and
nanoindentations, and computer simulations such as
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in particular.
Generally speaking, the extremely high pressures
are ascribed to originate from the nanoscale contacts
between surface asperities. Numerous experiments and
numerical simulations have demonstrated that
mechanical properties including hardness, fracture
toughness and also effective elastic modulus will be
affected when large compressive or tensile stresses
develop [5, 7]. For instance, the effective indentation
modulus of 100-nm thicken gold films can be enhanced
Copyright © 2019 VBRI Press

by 42% subjected to a 50-GPa compressive stress as
demonstrated by Jarausch’s work [8]. Computational
studies on indentation of silicon give rise to a hardness
as high as 89 GPa and elastic modulus reaching 397
GPa using quasi-static MD simulation by Astala, et al.
[6]. Similar phenomenon also occurred to metallic glass
under high pressure and compressive pressure of
10 GPa can increase the Young’s modulus of glass by
36-40% [9]. However, the driving force behind this
hardening effect has not been completely unraveled,
although several semi-empirical models or theories
have been proposed to explain its origin, such as
constraint-counting theory of elastic properties of
random networks [10], the bond-order-length-strength
(BOLS) correlation mechanism [11], equations of state
(EOS)-Murnaghan relationship [5], etc. Inspired by the
geophysicists who intensively studied Earth’s high
pressure inside, EOS has been developed to quantify
the influence of pressure on the bulk moduli of
materials [5]. Furthermore, whether these models or
theories still hold or not at the nanoscale remains
largely unknown.
Therefore, in this work, MD simulations will be
employed to measure the Young’s modulus of silicon
nanospheres under high-speed impact and the structural
changes after compression including bond angle, bond
angle and coordination number etc. will be monitored.
The validity of the several models or theories will be
tested against MD simulation results.
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Experimental
We carried out the MD simulations following the
similar approach as reported elsewhere [12-14].
COMPASS force field [15] was used to describe
interactions between the bonded atoms or between nonbond atoms, typically taking the form of Lennard-Jones
potential (herein LJ9-6) [16]. Briefly, two fully relaxed
silicon nanospheres using NVT ensemble at 300 K were
put together with certain surface separation distance
apart. In a bid to ensure the head-on impact between of
two nanospheres along the crystal plane [100] using
NVE ensemble, an initially equal but opposite atomic
velocity was applied to the X-axis of atoms within the
two individual nanospheres whereas zero velocity was
assigned to the Y and Z-axis of atoms within the
individual nanoparticles. The velocity Verlet integration
algorithm was employed with a time step of 1 fs and the
frames in the generated trajectory file was output every
100 steps.

In this work, contact force Fc is obtained the following
function,13

Fc  Fn  FvdW  FBorn

(1)

where, Fn, FvdW and FBorn are the normal force, van der
waals (vdW) attraction and Born repulsion forces,
respectively.
The relationship between elastic restoring force
and normal displacement is described by the
conventional Hertz model, taking the form of [17].
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one linear relationship and this trend conform to the
Thornton’s model [19] where plastic deformation has
appeared.
Now attention will be paid to the apparent Young’s
modulus obtained at low compression at different initial
relative impact velocity of 200 and 1000 m/s. It is
known that the Young’s modulus of silicon bulk is
about 130 GPa along the [100] crystal plane [18]. The
yielded Young’s modulus by fitting the contact forcenormal displacement data to the conventional Hertz
model was estimated to be about 497.6 GPa as shown
in Table 1, which is much higher than that of silicon
bulk.
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in which E, ν, R and δn are elastic modulus, Poisson
ratio, radius of particle and the normal relative
displacement, respectively. Here, E=E1=E2=130 GPa,
ν=ν1=ν1=0.2818, R=R1=R2.
The head-on impact between silicon nanospheres
of 2.0 nm in radius at different initial impact velocities
of Vr,0 = 200, 1000 and 1500 m/s were conducted and
the results are shown in Fig. 1. As observed from Fig. 1,
it can be seen that at low impact velocity, similar to the
silica as reported before [13], the contact force Fc
versus normal displacement δn relationship obeys the
Hertz model well. However, when the initial velocities
increases to 1000 m/s, the obtained contact force versus
normal displacement relationship exhibit one yield
point around δn = 0.025, indicating that elastic-plastic
deformation transition occurs. Prior to the yield point,
the contact force versus normal displacement
relationship follows the power law of 1.5 as predicted
by Hertz model [17], but the yielded elastic modulus by
fitting the curve to the Hertz model is much higher than
that at 200 m/s. This phenomenon is called hardening
effect. After yield point, the force-displacement follows
Copyright © 2019 VBRI Press
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Fig. 1. Contact forces versus strain of silicon nanospheres at different
initial impact velocities.

Now how come the apparent Young’s modulus
becomes so higher? Theoretically speaking, three
theories or semi-empirical models have been figured
out to explain this phenomenon. That is, bond-orderlength-strength (BOLS) correlation mechanism,
constraint-counting theory pertinent to the elastic
properties of random covalent networks, stateMurnaghan relationship.
First, according to the constraint-counting theory,
the relationship between Young’s modulus and mean
atomic coordination Z is correlated by 10
E  E0  Z  2.4 

1.5

(3)

According to the data in Fig. 2b, given the
coordination radius is 3.0 Å, the number of atoms
corresponding to CN=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are 24, 150,
244, 1281, 8 and 2, respectively, thus the mean
coordination coordination number is Z=3.6465. Using
Eq. (3), the apparent elastic modulus is about 180.9
GPa, which is still much smaller than 497.6 GPa. The
figure on the right indicates the shape change of
nanosphere before and after compression.
Second, according to the BOLS correlation
mechanism,11 the change in elastic modulus can be
given by
E E  E0
 (m  3 )

 ci
1
(4)
E0
E0
where m = 4.88 for silicon,11ci is the change of bond
length between before and after compression. Now take
2 nm-raius silicon nanospheres for instance, the bond
length becomes shorten to around 2.20 Å while the
113
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original length is about 2.3516 Å, thus
ci=2.2/2.3516≈0.9355, using Eq. (4), the apparent
elastic modulus is about E=219.84 GPa, which is still
much smaller than the results obtained from MD
simulations of 497.6 GPa (Table 1).
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Fig. 3. Histograms of counts of frequency versus bond length at the
maximum compression of the 2nm-radius silicon nanosphere. Note
that 1707 silicon atoms in total.
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Thirdly, according to one of the typical equations
of state-Murnaghan relationship, the inherent
relationship between pressure and elastic modulus E
can be describe by

E  E  P
0
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(5)

0

where, β=3α(1-2ν), P0 is the mean contact pressure, E0
compressive Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson ratio,
E0 = 130GPa, ν = 0.28 [18], a value of α = 4 is widely
used for a number of materials and particularly silicon.5
The particle hardness P0, defined as the averaged
contact pressure P0 at the maximum load [20], is
Max

evaluated by dividing the maximum load Fn
acting
on the nanoparticle by the corresponding contact area
[21].

P0  Fn

Max

 

π a



2

(6)

where, a*is the final contact radius.
Contact radius is an important parameter in
describing contact behaviors between nanospheres. At
the molecular/atomic scale, contact radius can be
obtained through the coordinates of atoms within a
predefined contact surface. Following the approach of
Vergeles et al. [22]. The contact radius is given by

a 
2

2
Na

Fig. 2. Counts of frequency versus the CN at the maximum
compression of 2.0-nm-radius silicon nanosphere at an initial impact
velocity of 1000 m/s under the circumstance of coordination radius lc
at (a) 2.4, (b) 3.0 and (c) 3.5 Å, respectively, and (d) the shape change
before and after the maximum compression (In order to highlight the
compression effect, 1500 m/s was employed instead of 1000 m/s
herein).
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Here yi and zi are the coordinates of the Na atoms
within the contact surface, Yc.m.and Zc.m are the centre
of mass, σ=4.45 Å for silicon atom as obtained from
COMPASS forcefield.15 The contact surface is defined
by the Na atoms whose x coordinates lie between xmax0.5σ and xmax.
Consequently, the mean contact pressure P0 at Vr,0
= 1000 m/s is estimated to be about 13.19 GPa,
therefore, the apparent elastic modulus E should be
about 199.64 GPa, which is much smaller than 497.6
GPa (Table 1).
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Table 1. Comparison of apparent Young’s modulus (GPa) obtained
from MD simulations and estimated from semi-empirical equations.
Bulk

130

MD
simulations

constraintcounting
theory

BOLS

497.6

180.9

219.8

StateMurnaghan
relationship
199.6

Apart from the coordination number and bond
length, the other changes in molecular structure such as
bond angle were also measured as displayed in Fig. 4. It
can be observed that without compression, the bong
angle at equilibrium is about 109.47°. However, at the
maximum compression after head-on impact at an
initial velocity of 1000 m/s, the bond angle distribution
develops towards the lower and higher values, both of
which deviate further from the equilibrated value of
109.47°. This sheds some light on the high internal
pressure within the nanoparticle at the high
compression [5].
2000

Counts of frequency

more mature theory to explain the hardening effect
under the influence of the dynamic effect.
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